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Prefacee

This study investlates the use of active conur.t

for aircraft landinr gsear to mtri,.nize rurw.:ay i.rmd ,rh

ration. The optimal control a-ppro-: t,' er".i dt7•. the (1-cos wit) bauimp and run.:way st.x.1 !.:sity

considered for Inputs to a t;.-o derce f C'rqj,-,. ei ner

,4•..[: landing gear model. The con iur:nt" arel,¶ ant nu:vari cw-(

technique is used for probhlcr'i solution.

___r%' I wish to extend my s-inerest "pnreoiat.,n to

Mr. Ronald 0. Anderson i.> C -)tAin Jn'.es Dillov of tj,:

Control Criteria Branch, Air P'orce i'ight Dyna,,ismý

Laboratory for making the conplcti-,,n of this study poss3li,

I wish to thank also Major Jmhn C. Somo-.•, my faculty

Finally, I wish to thank my wife r'nd children for

accepting P. part-time husband and father for the dui-ation

of this study.

Ronald A. De Yoe
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A? 3T R AC T

The purpose of this thesis is to investigate the use

of aotive control on aircraft landirn gear. The proble-n

of viýDratioh isolation is 'considered1 using the opti-a-1l

"control approach to establish the control force ne.7essary

to minh'viize runway Imposed vibration. A two degree of

,freedom linear landing .gear aodel Is considered, an-- both

the (1-cos wt) bummp and ac. euivalent deterministic input

derived fro-n runrc-.a; spectra. L-re .... as ertical Torc'n-

ýfunction Inputs t'7 the .cel. An integr-l square cost

function Is formen1 with -t1-- 1 r. consistng, of the

absolute acceleratIon of the aircraft squared-, plus a

The conjugate gradient 'technique is used for numerical

solution of .the problem.

Results indicate that-considerable improvement in

vibration Isolation couid be gained with the active,

control landing geaY system over the present passive

systems forjmost paved runiay surfaces. It Is recom-

mended that further study be made with a nonlinear

landing gear model and also with the relative displacement

of the model added to the cost for:!:ulation.

viii ""
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Active" Control For

Aircraft LandinV Gr

" I. Introduction

Backcround

Thenever aircraft ma•ke contact with a runway,

whether ' be ttaxiing, t.:e-.off or landing, they are

subjected to many struct,-il -:-tresse and strains. These

stresscs nn. "tr , on t.he . a!,.* " are caused by forces

... h shoc:, strut or landing gear by

Impnerfection7y In -'' r:" w ý-rface. The "large, heavy,

flexible, Plrpl,-n,-s, suo(i as the C141, B52, and C-5A,. in

p'ircr pre:;ent unique problems of structual fatigue

because of their coibin-tion of increased size and

increased structual flexibiliýy. When a B52 moves over

"a runway the wir.s move up and down in an oscillatory

"motion due to the bumps and indentations in the runway

sulface, and/although less noticeable to the observer,
\V"/

theý entire airframe of the airplane is subjected to these

snme vibrations from runw.ay rouzhness or uneveness,

;!ost aircraft landing gear or shock struts use what

iF corn•only known as an "oleo" to isolate the aircraft

fro¶ ri.inway imr.•ned shock and. %tbrtion. The oleo can be

-irIc~re1 n pns•ve .pll7 .•n' 1nshpot system. F7

Ai



passive, it Is meant that the shock strut sivply "reacts"

to'any-shock or vibration input from the runway, apd It

is not subject to Pny outs'dp, or external control!. The

oleo "is also primarily desirned "to absorb lan,'.in , I pn, ct

energy and herein lien a problem. Tlhe shock from 1rnd I n

inpect and the vibration from runway roucghrje-s are two

.distinct environments. Landinr Impa.ct enerwy can be much
I

cre t`er In maqni-tude than runway vibrnt.ion 4nerr'y;-/thus,

if emphasis in desi.7n of the oleo is placed on absorption

-of landinq Imp-ict ener.?y, the oleo is then too hp.rd of a

suspension syste.. t, efficiently rPb.orb vibration energy

from runway rou.'.hness. Jn addition, the Input to the

shock strut fro'., landln- ,.,.pact Is a well defined
/

deter,.inistic input. while the J4-brat Iona' InDut fro.-q,...-

runway uneveness varies witldiffcrent ;urfaces Ind is
//

random In nature. An optimum passive system can be

"designed for absorption of landing impact energy, but It

is more difficult to design such a system to absorb

random runway vibration energy (Ref 3-9).

A number of studies such as those of Ref(l-5)

have shown that considerable Improvement in performance

can be gained by usini an active .shock and vibration

isolation system,the !Improvement in performance"being

less vibration transmitted to the isolated bo/dy by the

active suspension system with the same am/ount of sus-/

pension clearance or "rattle spnce" ns that of the passive

r2
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susptnsion system. In terms of the aircraft, this would

mean less vibration transmitted to the airframe-w ith the

active system .Piven the same suspension clea'rance as

that of the passive shock strut §ystem or oleo.

The active suspension system is a feedback control

system. :,'ith the active system, -ensnrw-idey1ces would

be used to rive a previev; reading of the chon-e In

runt:ay hel7t from, so--' -n value. Other parameters

such R.s narcrp ft sped. -etr.ht, I•ns'. lift etc. wou-ld

1/

be then fed tr, D/ •nbor,• ;-arcler Thi Computer would

produce slorm'/ stri.- i ,,r rol signals which minimize induced

loA&s and vibrntlrm fro-n run:-ay uneveness.

:-Aln the senýinsr s';ste-n felt or spotted a depression

Ill the ru.n-.ay, the shock strut w.ould be___ex-ten--ed--just the

right amount to maintain thre nce "g" force or aircraft's

weight at all tlme". This would tend to hold the airplane K

at its Initial level. Similarly when the airplane passes

over a bump, the shock strut would be retracted the proper

amount to again maintain the one -"g" force and hold the

airplane at its initial level.

Purpose and Scone

The purpose of thisi'study is to investigate the use

of active control on atrcraft landing gear. The objective

is to find the control force which when applied to the

shock strut or'landing zear. will minimize runway Imposed 7
vlbCr;tlton. It is necessary to first establish the nature

.2 " 4
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.C of the control force In order to deter'qlne if such an

/ actuator whether hydraulic, pneiamatic, or whatever could

do the job. S:econdly, it is desired to Investigate the

optitml control approaih to the. problem with the itegrnl

squnrc value of absolute acelerntion fndl control a.s a

cost criterion. The numerical solution will be obtained

using the conjugate gradient technique developed .by

Lasden, ".litter and "•rtrren (r.ef 8).

/



"IT. 2inn-nic Yodel

The dynamiic mo-el to use for this kind of stu.dy

i- not rendily apparent. The choice of exact dywcntcs

of . lani.lwn •c. r of a particular a.irplane does not lend.

itself towalsrd a feasible study at this time. This Is

partly due to the fact that there are so, many undefined

vp.riInbles s'ich as what kind of actuator, how it"Is to be

used and sny IimItati-..n re-.ult'in from a particular

n', 11cP.tion of s!uch an r;t,. t!; t -1,r. It therefore seems

reaonr.ble, to kr to-. model z--;-clc. and .eneral enouvh

to be ;.ble t.4- m-1 z.1-' -. e-nnncrful conclusions. :h'e

one reservation th,.-t. '-zt be ',aet in mind Is that if the

Xenerml r.ode] restricts the nun-ber of degrees of free-

do-i or -a.es assuTptionra about the environment, then

there IC the possibility that.-the optimum solutibn for

the jenera! iiodel tay be less than optimum for a

particular application.

The active system chosen.,to represent the landing

rear is the two degree of freedom model shown in Figure 1.

At first, the study began with a model exactly like that

of FPiure I except it had no passive spring element Ks or

damper Cs. This meant the only suspension element was

the active device such as a hydraulic or pneumatic

actuator. --5ut in exariiininz this'-,kind of system more

closely it cnn be seen that fror Isolntion of the atr-

crnft from runway rouphness, t'.,e actuator would have to

5
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supply a const.nnt "•'I" force under variable displace-

ment required by the runway bumps and indentations.

The state of the art of this kind of actuator is not

vn-Jvnned enouah to do the job. However, by addirLc the

sprinv Ks and damper Cs ns in Figure 1, the problem takes

on a completely different for,. The actuator must supply

only the additional force required torether rith the

spring' and damper to maintain the F1 force on the

a i rpln ne.

Referrin" to i.-ure i, the aircraft Is the rigid

mass "1. The !vmInp- pear suspension is idealized as a-

m~ssless element providinp- forces between M1 and the

unsprung mass :7:2. The total suspension force is then

the sum ok the forces vroluced by the sDrln. Ks. the

dsrnper 7s, and the acturtor Fs. 1.'.2 is supported by the

linear tire sprInc 7t, and the system is excited by the

bump 7(t). The displacement of V.1 measured relative

to the fixed frame of reference, is denoted by Z. The-

displacement of MI relative to M2 is denoted by X1, and

the displacement of N2 relative to the ground or fixed

reference is denoted by X3.

System Equations

The equations of motion for the suspension system are:

(1)

7
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+,K rtf) X-3) -P'Lz1

with the Finematic conditions

4 Z - Xi t Xý

'>(•± )(I

Assumption _,

First, the runw-vy whIth.r It be concrete or soil is

assumed to be rigid, arPd the I• r1din-.g p'ea•- wheel is

restr.:ilned to follow the runway profile ( no wheel hop

is permissible ). Secondly, the model is a rigid mass

model and will predict only low frequency behavior, but

the frequancies of interest are fairly low and are in the

range of .5 to 32 11z. This frequency range represents

many of the important natural modes of oscillation of

aircraft such as the B52, and C-5A. The third assumption

is of course for the active landing gear system in this

study, it is assumed that the. characteristics of the bump

on the runway are known before the landing gear wheel

rides over it. In other words, Some kind of a runway

preview scanning system is usc,!. 'Finally, aircraft

landing gear generally allow for m-)re than two degrees

2i,
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of freedom; hov.neer only vertical -notion is considered

since the m..ocel Is intended primrarily for study of

aircraft response to vertical runway excitntion.

3ystem Inputs

"Two types of input are used for F(t). The first

i•s the (i-cos wt) bump, where the frequency w is deter-

Mitnel by divIdIng the velocity of the aircraft by the

wave *lengrth A of the buw, aTnd then multiplying by 21T

The argument of the coiw- function Is less than or equal

to 2T .. and for ,.7.s int, t-equations of motion are

solved for the ti-- durn.tion of the bump. The second

tyre of Input is n e' t deterministic input

deri'-e" fro-, rain---ry spp.zr,. It is a speciel function

rando-, varlable an•- root' mean square system output values

of foree, displacement, velocity etc. can be analyzed.

This input takes the form of a decaying exponential and

is derived in Appendix B. For this kind of input, the

equations of motion are solved over a long enough time

period until no change in system response is detected

by increasing the time period.

The decaying exponential derived from runway spectra

is ndvnntn,7eous in that it does not require a range of

frequencies to be covered as does the (1-cos wt) bump,

and It provides a means to obtairi root mean square system

output values. However, runw:.?y spectral density 4s not

a c-rlete~ description of the r.nýndo process. In a sense

.%L
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It is obtaine. as an "averiqging process" over very long

lengths of terrain; therefore, a "discrete rut" or any

kind of pothole In the runway Is "averaged out". In

addition, use of the decaying exponential input restricts

analysis to a linear system as is .verlfied in Appendix 5;

hence both the (l-cos wt) bump and the decaying exponential

are used as system inputs to broaden the analysis.

Illustrations of the (1-cos wt) bump and runway spectral

density complying with (MIA-A-8862A) design criteria for

runway rou.:hnes.-, are Fiven in -Fl-r-es 2 and 3.

i

1 ' * /
10
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ITT. The O l Control Aproach

Cost Criterion

.An optimization criterion for an active-shock and

vibration system has usually been to mlnimle).the absolute

acceleration of. the sprun.g mass, while holding the rela-

tive displacement or rattle space of the suspension system

below some predetermiined maxium value (Ref 1,2,3).

Hinwever, Ilarge alrcr,&ft. lIn-Ing gear hý.ve as much as two

to three feet al'.--ble rattle space to absorb landing

Impact e. r. , ".e 1.'S tha.nn a half foot of displace-

.nit is rinired to.Ibsorb 77.-:os runway imposed vibration

energy, the disnlaceme.t reqnuirement being directly

On the other hvnd, due to the relatively 'large mass

of the.airplane, there is the expected requirement of

large control forces from the active element or actuator.

It is therefore felt that as a first try, the optimization

criterion should be to minimize the absolute acceleration

of the sprulng mass, the airplane, while at the same time

placing a constraint on the control force instead of

rattle space. In other-words, the maximum control force

obtainable is the coistraint. resulting from physical

limitations'of the hydrnullc or pneumatic actuator used.,

4ith the above criterion a system is visualized

where the actuactor would funtrtion only Inma rattle space

13
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range of + 6 in. allowing passive elements to-s!et

limitations .on rattle spnce when the + 6 In. ranv7c Is

exceeded. The active-passive com;bination systerc would

seem especially attractive since it: ;.,oui-, " rt the

passive system in case of active syst.-. f- luire.

"The optimization-or minimization criteria co,, be

expressed as:'

/

where U~t) Is the control function Fs(t)/iPi and~i Z -qthe

absolute acceleration defined by equation 3.

4ctually,.there are a number of niathernaticalý

formulations that could be used. If the maximum value of

Z is minimized along with a maximum value of rattle space

X1, the solution would result in a bang-ban/-type of

controller for U(t) (Ref 4,5). If the criterion is to

minimize Z In miinimum time, the solution would again lead

to a banU-bang type of controller for U(t). However, the

bang-bang controller requires comparably larger control

forces than the continuous duty controller, and it often

demonstrates a poor ability to withstand broad band

random Inputs; thus, the bang-bang controller appears

undesireable for landing gear use-(Ref 3:14).

14



Icontrast, the integral square criterion ofý
ation (4)*offers many practical advantages for the

act Z

active landt'nr trear system. The resulting system obtained

fro-n this .criterion Is linear and therefore easily ,

analyzed, and a constant. coefficient feedback system can

be found and can usually be realized by an active system

(Ref 3). The quadratic criterion.is also advantageous in

that a global minimu-P Is assured.. In other words, there

.is only one control function U(t) which satisfies the above

criterion for a g-iven 'systemr with a specified set of

p ar a m et p r s . . 1 -, t i h i n t e ,•r a l s q u a r e c r i t e r i a I s

required whcn the equ.,%ale'it deterministic Input is used

for the system must be I1n.car before mean square output

Input derived from runway spectral density (Ref Appendix B)..

of course the criteria in equation 4 for use with the

equivalent deterministic input can be stated:

Minim -ze J(a) E+ P E E(U W) (5)

where the E ( ) notation denotes "expected.value".

Theory

Equations 4 and 5 establish the cost criterion,

To continue with the proble'm formulation, by substituting

15.
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equation 2 and 3 In equation 1, the system equations in

state space notation are

Xi = AL(6)

X.,. = (, .+R03) X--3> -04 X-1

x 3(7)1
- I- (8)-X )()

i ,- = -R+

Ir i
where B, g, Q3, Q4, ý5, Q6, Q7, are defined in the list
of symbols.

The Ilamiltonian function (Rlef 10) corresponding to

the system differential equntions 6-9 is

4FH =Pz xz
4(10

P. (z + P LL(t))

WWI)

UI Ir
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t FU tt R L ( .

toIr~ L'vv* !,-rn!I: ultipM ýýr in the conventional1 cu.1culus

of vw'rlttions when eqti,-lty constraints are presen't.

4$ The systnn rIllfferential equations of the adjoint,

wirriable aire dnr1-rcd as

and the transversai1t~y rooiv ttlonpi are deterrnined.by

17
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whe're G is that part'of the cost function which i.s

a function only of final time tf. In other words, in

terms of the general cost formulation of the ?o1.

problem, the cost expressed .n equattion 4 contlili.s no

function e which is a function of tf only; th•c'forc,

G9 is zero (Ref 10:57).

Finally, for a minimiz._.tion probleii, 1: t.' a.-Q! ttv•L

and greater than zero (Ref 10:64). The Hanili-toni P :

homogeneous in P2, therefore Tocan be set eqr•i, to 6n%.

For U(t) to be optimal, the 'wamiltonlan function

to be a minimum with respect to the variable U(t).

A necessary condition for optimrnlity is then

dH= 0(13.d LJ

The solution of equations 6-9 and 11-13 gives the optimal

solution for U(t). A detailed mathematical formulation

of the problem can be found In Appendix A.

18
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IV. Numerical Techniques

..onjupate Gradlient

The optimal control numerical technique used to

solve the problem of this study is the conjugate gradient

technique of Lisdon, Mitter and Warren (Ref 8). The

technique is directly applicable only to unconstrained

problems, but the constrained problem can be converted to

an unconstrained problem through the use of a penalty

function as is done in equations 4 and 5. The uncon-

strained problem under consideration is to minimize the

absolute acceleration Z. At the same time, a penalty

must be paid in acceleration Z to constrain the control

force U(t) below some predetermined value set by, the

physical limitations of the actuator.

The conjugate gradient method is a direct method.

In other words, for an optimal solution, a search is

made in the direction which directly minimizes the cost

function. The gradient trajectory (Ref equation 13), its

norm and the actual search direction are the only values

which require computer storage. The search directions

are formed from past and present values of the cost and

its gradient. Then successive points are determined by

linear minimization along the search directions which are

always directions of descent. With search directions

alw,:arys descendling, the-conjugate gradient tends to converge

I .. 19
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even from poor approximations to the minimum.

Alvorithm

The conjugate gradient algorithm requires the

computation of the gradient trajectory. Letting Uo(t)

be the first of approximations to the optimal control

Ui(t), i = 1,2 etc., then the corresponding gradient

Go (u) is computed by solving the state equations 6-9

forward in time, the adjoint equations 11 backward in time,

and obtaining the gradient dii/dU from equation 13.

The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. (uess Uo(t), an arbitrary selection of Uo(t) = o

was made

equations backwards

3. Compute gradient Go Go(Uo) from equation 13

J 4 Compute search direction So =-G

5. Choose •c = oc 1 to minimize J(Ui+ dciSi)I 6. Ui+ 1  Ui + cr 131

S8. 13i =i(Gi+i,.Gi+ )/(iCI.G)

9. Si+I = -Gi+ 1 + biSi

where (Gi,(;i) GI

10. Set I = i + 1, go to 5

g•, 20
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Steps 5-10 are repented inte~rnting-the state equations

forward and adjoint equations backward for each com-

putatlon of the gradient, until the change. in cost is

ne•ri rible.

AlnTha 3earch

The alpha value Indcated In step 5 of the algorithm.9

Is determined by initially assigning a small value - about

.1 - to aiphn and then checktin the inner product Gj+1 Si.

If thp sirn sf the inner ,".rýwuct is positive with the

initil.i alphr vzJ!ug, a tenrth o- the initial value is

re.•epte"!; t'A.n r--t! value of alpha Is found

',qhic_ fives e ne-atlv! 1",n•er rroduct. Then the alpha

value Is repeatedly dou'r!ed until the Inner product Is

the value of alpha whlch gives a zero inner product. The

Inner product or directional. derivative is the slope ojf
x

the cost with roesect to alpha; therefore, the alpha

vplue with a corresponding zero inner product Is the Y.
alpha value which gives the lowest cost In that search

direction.

Some alpha searches use one over the norm of the

search dilrection S as P V--Ide for the first init-ial alpha

guess (Ref 9). However after trying this, It was found

fro-i running a number of s!emple problems (Ref 8:136) and

the dynpmics of the thesis problem that e. guess in the

rnn-'e of 0.001 to 0.1 nearly always gave a negative

21I
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inner product and was generally better than theft o.f on

over the norm-of the search directlon. A better -

".mess, of course neans a .iavln:.z in co-puter Itermticov

time; The computer prnirram can lw' .ourvý i ,'.er:3.x ?.I.

22
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V., Results

All-results are based on the follow-ing orbitrArtly

selected parnmeters for the dynamic model.

Cs 100 lb sec/ft

F1 100,000 lb

/•---rF2 1,000 lb

-S 200,000 lb/ft -

'Kt 1200,000 lb/ft'

The response of the dynamic model to the (!.-.cos wt.) )

bump Input Is IllustratedA in iriures 4-17. The plots show

the control force U(t) required and the acceleration Z

produccd when the weighting factor - Its set equal to

0, 1, 10 and infinity. The value of F equal to zero

Illustrates the virtually zero acceleration of the aircraft

produced when there is no limit placed on the control force

... -Y(t). Fth F equal to one, equal weighting is then given

in the cost function to' minimize both the control force

U(t) and the acceleration # (see Appendix A). With a P

value of 10, control is weighted even more until finally

with PFequal to Infinity, the control force Is then zero

end the resultant acceleration is the acceleration.

produced by a completely pessive system.

Figures 4-17 cover ýhe frequency rarle of .5 to 32 Hz

geomnetrically by doubling the frequency of the argu ent o~f

the cosine function beginning'at .5 Hz. The bump height

or 9',plitude of. the (1-cos wt) function Is 2.5 in.

23 i
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corresponding to the paved runways in Fig"re 2. The"

figures a-re arranged in pairs such that týe control force

required for the four values of P for a particular

4"! frequency bump is given, and then on the following page,

the corresponding acceleration is given for the same values

., •of F and same bump frequency. )

One observation that can be made is the increase in

control force required as the bump frequency increases.

iThis Is reasonable, since the faster the aircr~aft'moves

over the *ump, the faster the actuator must contract

the landing gear and then extend the landing gear to

"maintain the F1 force at all times. The higher aircraft

: velocity also accounts for the increase in force required

equalof the bump recause u again as the aircraft moves over

Sthe. bu.p, the actuator must extend the landing gear faster

A to maintain the Ircraft at a fixed level.

A second observation is the waviness in the plots

•,Iat the Iouqer frequencies with the weighting factor P

equal to one. The weighting of P equal to one tends to

Smake the cost function work against itself because it is

being asked to find the U(t) to minimize Z but at the same

time keep U(t) small. These two values of U(t) of course

ar opposite ends of the scales. In addition and even

more Important, the dominant resonant frequency of the

system is located at 1.2 l1z which does not per.mit the

38
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computer pro-ram to converge to as low a cost near 1 :.z

- as rea-che! at other bump frequencies.

A third observation of course is the marked ,rtprove--

meat of the active syste!n over the pa.ssive systei-. i¶th

P equal to infinity, there is considernble vertic-

acceleration to 'the aircraft, but i:,ith F equrnl to zero,

-- the acceleration is virtually zero .eaIni tnat v.-.

as the actuator can °produce the force required tn-ý 7:iii

be little.:or no accelerAtlon to the aircraft.

* eFor the decaying c:.-onential input, a plot ofi the

root me,-tn square (R!.!S) values of alrplrane acceleration

and actuator control force aS,ýInst the weightlin f~ctor
is given in Fi.ure 18. The 117,3 values are obt;zined by

tln'Tin7 flip~ sniiarn rnnt m thsM i "i-oc-'rn QMrny-e'- M" 11 ~

aceeleretion"Z and the square root of the integral square

value of control foz'ceU(t).. Mathematically it means

*evalutri.nGi! equation 4as two separate Integrals without

the welhting factor P.

The R:'3 values for the acceleration and control for

F equal to infinity are not show.m on the plot as in the

(1-cos 1'.t) plots because the value of acceleration for the

totally passive system would be off the paper. The RMS

,value of acceleration at P equal to Infini-ty Is .5 4 3g

and the ."w'S control for this value of P is .000169 x F1 or

"virtually zero.

For the RFIS plot, the decaying expon~etlal input Is

39
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derived from the runway spectral density of the form

AV/(As+(2nv1vA,0) . The A is a parameter equal

to t0-5 for most runways (i.ef 1:49), and V is the veloclty

of the aircraft which is set equal to 200 ft/sec to

represent a maximum take off velocity. The .')I V//Ao

term represents the break frequency at which the runway

spectra level off. The runway spectra, of course must

level off due to the finite height of runways. Using an

:!Y3S v.-ue of runway heitht of .5 ft (Ref 1:14), and~the

above s.ectrnleyvzity for-, the value of the wave length

.is f ounrl to "h: 5x].. ft from equation 33 in Appendix E.

The above valg of n",v,-r Ae are then substituted in
z/

equration -36 of Appendrii T. to obtain the exponential input

plot. -

The plot reveals the trade-off between R.*S accelera-

tion Z and control force U(t). The maximum value of RMS

control force required is of course where P equals zero.

This valup is approximately 7200 lb. In other words the

7200 lb is the standard deviation of U(t) or d_ .

Therefore given a normal distribution, 3e%& oY a 21600 lb

force woula be the maxinum force required.from the actuator,

to ensure that the probability of actuator saturation

w:onuld be less thnn .3 percent. Like the (1-cos wt) input

plots, the R1::3 plot also revealn the better vibration

isolation perf-ormance of the a'tive system over he
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passive,'system. As the weighting factor P increases, ti\e

acceleration becomes as high as .5 4 3g with the completely

passive system at P equal to infinity, but with the active

controller in the system the accelerattion can be kept below

an RMS value of .07g.

Numerical Aspects

For the (1-cos wt) input the computer program con-.

verged in 4 to 5 iterations in approximately 3 minutes

time. One ýxceptfon was the convergence rate around the

system resonant frequency of 1.2 Hz. Near this frequency,

a U(t) guess of zero or other constant value guess would

require 15 to 20 minutes computer time to converge to

approximately the same cost values obtained at frequencies

vergence near the resonant fr~quency was as fast as that

of other frequencies if the solution for U(t) found away

from the resonant frequency was used for frequencies near

the resonant frequency.

With this procedure, the number of iterations and

the time to converge were reduced to 5 iterations and

3 minutes computer time respectively, but the cost values

obtained near the resonant frequency were still not quite

as low as those of other frequencies, as is eyident. by the

Wavi'ness of the 1,2, and 4 Hz plots of the (1-cos wt) bimp

input. -At these frequency inputs the accuracy of the

values of U(t) and Z fell from 3 significant figures to

42
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about one, signif icant fitgure or a "ball park" value.

Possibly In the resonant frequency area a "1second

variational" numerical technIquo would give better

solutions for U(t) and Zisn the P-rnxdent solution for

U(t) as an estimate (11ef 10).

Another signific;ýint fvnctor whc~eff'ected thrc

-convergence rate ...as the def rintion of U~) t fr

U(t) was defined aý ~)/A T-his resulted In '-t,"

in the dynamics of the -'olel wi-th ratiosfof i.to 121-, tha-t

Is, the weighting of U('t-) -w.ould. be 1 while tha-t -,)I ,nother

term might be 12g. In contrast-, by defining_ U(t)''to be

F(t/In (s ee Appendix A) the highe*1Pst weighting ratio

bzetwieen any tL'-;!o tcrmis bjc~ame IgF to l '.- Te en, rresui

of this definitton was that the number of iterations and

the time for convergence was exit In half. For example,

for the (-1-cos vit) inputs the average number of iterations

'for convergence was reduced from 10 to 5.

The converge~nce timie for the decaying exponential

* input was -considerahbly longer thqn-that of the (1-cos wt)

Input. It generally fell-in the range of' 20 to 30 minutes,

* for various values of the weighting factor P. The longer

convergence time was expected since the decaying expon-

ential input had a very slow -decay rate~ which required.-the

M ode d ýi~cs to -be 'solved over a cotiparably greater real

tiethan t$.hat required by~the (l.-.cos wt) Input. However'.

It was still felt that maybe the 4th order Runge-Kutta .

integrration procedure In Appendix C was not
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sufficiently accurate, there-by causing.a longer con-

vergence time. Consequently, another gradient pro-r:- 1.:,7,

written using 6 prewritten integration routine nnd a

function minimization routine already on 1-•:n5. Yhe

function minimization routine was sl.o modeic,' *fttr the

conjugate gradient method as the onc in •-ppnix,, 1. -C

The second program required more tim=e pr i.._,,

while the cost decrease was greater per itera"t"•'2.

Appendix 6 program required less time per iterat.ion, b'...

the decrease per Iterati:.n was not as great. i.o..e...

both programs converged to almost Identical costs g-iven

equal time. For example, with the S:eirhting P set eoua.L

to .1 In each program, the program in!re•-i- c'rý,r-s --nli

to a cost value of .470 x 102 while the .ennn nrnfA,.

converg~ed to a. cost value of .468 times 10-2.

Convergence Criteria

The value of the cost, the gradient and the Hamil-

tonian function can De used to check for convergence of the

numerical problem. For" the results of this study, the

values of cost and gradient were checked as well as the

values of' X2 and XA. In checking the dynamics and the
\

model of Figure l, It can be teen that If the weighting

factor P is zero, the-value of the relative .velocity X2

,between Ml and M2 is equal and. opposite in'sign to X4,the

velocity of M2 relative"to-'.the fixed reference. This must

be so for the airplane MI to •ide pe`rfectly .level over a

.. 144
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bump or depression. F.or the weighting factor P equal to

zero, these values agreed In ragnltude to within three

and four significant fig'ures. Finally the gradient values

for convervence were In the ranre of 10-2 for the discrete
' /

tine.points and the chanre. In cost value between Iterations

for converrence was set at less than .5 percent. If the

computer prorrap uwas left to iterate after the above

criteria had been m:et, no s5inlificant Improvement in

co-It i:as radined.f

/
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VI. Conclusion

The response of the Active landing gear systemi to

both the (1-cos wt')"input and the decaying exponential

input shows a m~rked Impiroven'ent in vibration Isolation

performatnce over the pDassIxe syster'. i ?-o achleve the

active' system', 'the actuator, Is sel~cted end Its maxinurm

values of force output and re~sponse rat!e are noted.

With th~ese values, the :ectn factor f In the cost

criterion is chosen suoch t V; hC r-ystleni-respon~se requires

less thlqn or the e:.-;uit.V~a'Le-e-t oil the itiu force and,

response )A1ttO~of' the zzct-aator. The designer can

the Ae~ th- V pt-'± ~~;o 'rfornmance to'be

rained by the active ga'i ear syn-t~m.,

The stud!y proviides 1"op-en loop"ý solutions for U:(t)

for bot-h kinds of input-s; howe.-ver,, th-e solution for-U~t)

with the decayingw exponential has., th'b advantage since

the cost function is the integral, square. criterion' with'

the final timle tf approaching inf ini~ty. *i~th th-is' criterla,.

a constant coefficient feedbhack controller can be obtained

fromt the open loop controller U(t) (Ref 10,91)-.

'pA
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VII. iRecowmondations

Durin" the course of this study, a nuiiber of7

Investlgationz for further study have betn -.u-,•-P,•te..

The followinr-is a list of positble expfrients t._I

might prove valuable for the Fictive control lari--L.1 1 i r.

1. The rattle space, could be constrainell :.n:1

mnade part of the cost function along- woth

the control fort-- t(t).
2. Nonlinear passi,, elements could be ursed

to nore closely -_¶mulate present.landIn,,

Fear osupensIons.

3. ImproVe the dynamic model of this study by'

proviclin;' for wheel diameter size effects and

permitting wheel hop for very rough landing

surfaces.

4. Investfra'te nodel response wIth various values

of Ks and Cs.
"/
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Appendix A

Detailed Problem FormuUntion

From equation 1 the absolute acceleraon 2 can he

expressed as

ZRs~t W • .C X 1 g (14)

Settir:' U(t) = sint)/?1 n since :' = F1/g equation 14

can be rittn

Z U 1(f) 1<S. X, -cCS>, ()

F1Fi

For thre ,.1nimization of z. it Is not necessary to. carry

g, thus equation 4 in state space notattion becorne.

(u) u- Q X
(16)

+ P LA to1d

with tf. equal to the periol of the cosine function for the

(1- cos u.t) input and equal to infinity for the decaying

.exponential input.

Niow, in order to evaluate equntion 16 in the same

interartlon scheme as eouations -69, a new state variable

49



is introduced such thnt

(U (t) Q X-+ p

'where Xs(o) = 0

Then equation 16 becomes

and the system dlfferentinl eqc,'..ttinrj e."e

(19)

*3 X4

S= - U( + Q4 X, - Q7 Xa

+ Q5(FA3X) -~

X <50, -Oa= -1) + Pu

50



X2(o) -0-/S

X:2 () (20

Xi;(O) (200

HRX 2  (21)

-Q4 X--. -5 (W

f P-3 [ u.*) + 1 -2,

NI PA ?(t)I+QJ 7 -

-5'



,..~.ArO,. ..! /,! 1.(_,,

P.-3Pa x G

-t 2 •(u -- ,Xi ,.X•-i

i -Q- Q4 R. - Q-7 P4

t .- QA (u0. - Y-

P4 = -3

are

p, =Oo
P2- (tj) 0

0 "(23)

Ps. (ts =,
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: :_ /?- - -.6P r+

P- (• --

dH = (IfR)c P. - R PN
du
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Appendix B

Derivation of Input F(t) From

Spectral Density

The effects of runway uneveness can be represented

by a stationary broad band random process (Ref 7).

Referring to Figure 3, runway height is commonly described

In terms of power spectral density. The spacial frequency

.l (rad/ft) can be transformed to the time frequency W

(rad/sec) by noting that the distance based spectrum

4XX(SL) is related to the time based spectrum OAx(W)

by

PXXc(W) JL ~

_- (26)
v

and V is the velocity of the airplane. From Flgure3"

the power spectru m can be approximated by the straight

line fit

xx (27)

or using equation 25 and 26

w AV (28)

54



A Is a yirn~eter which is equal to 10-5 for most run-

wnyc (Ref 1:4?). o,:ever equation 27 beco-res infin•tc r-

the low frequerncy end rhere-as elevation snectra m-t

level off due to the finite heIht of run*.;;ys. 'hl c;n

be c.,-npensated for by Tnodifylirt to the forn.

Ao
ani 8spain converting' to the time IL.sed spectru-

xx >x(W) - AV

W1 +(aILyLa (0)l

where Acw-i chosen to be 5X10 1 ft (>el 1:47).

4enrlty or the time bAd spectrum for an ergotc' random

prones. Therefore (P.X Is the fourier transform

of the autctorrelation Rxx(1r)

Ii'xx =x (S) e
4EO. (31)

The objective Is to find an F(t),so that one can

Tnini-nize the menn square value in equation 5. The mean

square v•,ue pf F(t) Is Rxx(O) or

55



- Rxx(o6) = xX( 5 s

Using Parseval's theor,, th!e ,? .'- r-- *-:-

be vritten

F f• F(-H)dt = v F(SFT-S)dS

where F (s) is the fourler transfor:n C '(t) (?C")

NWow i o-. is :'(t)c (rind tnc

denominator term Is taken outside the Inte-rral in equ-t.ic.

32, then comparing equations 32 and 33

F (S) F (-S) ( TAV

Ao/\ (Ao

The time function F(t) Is egual to the inverse transform

of F(s), or

F(t) = AV

S +DlV (35)
Ac

F--•afr V+ (36)
F (-) =u(- V A V- e •6

56



U(t) Is the unit step function. F(t) represents the

equivalent deteryin.-iti,: Input derived from the spectral

density of the run';,;ay. Furthermore, for the linear

syte, <S. H()" " Y(s)

'(37)"
Y(s) H (s) F(s)

the r-nclo• nrocess theory can be extended from equation

32 where

"• -- I ¢ I 1 l.-1 1 1 .0 ir '% x . Id5i..,'

a! 4XX(S) is defined by equation 34.. Then again using

!'!rseval's theorem

I

ya (- yF•: (-S- d S

_•.. " (39)

To summarize the above equations, by using the
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decaylnp e~ponential. Input as ;. mieasumre of ~r~

of runwxa~y hel rht , and by i~nsurin- a li1n-ar s~c~ o~

mean square Syst.-1eM OUtpUt ValUes, of' forcv(,

velocity ete- can be obtained. by -o;vytia her

root of the integral1 sq~uare value olt tlhg sy-ste-14.1,otpuxt

force; displacement: and. velocity ee&;l.

-16-
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Appendix C

Digital Computer Program

The IB,-* 7090 digital computer was used to make the

calculations found In previous sections of this study.

The proF-ram as Illustrated in the following pages, is

orrahged for the (1-cos wt) input. iHowever by not storing

all the states and F(t), more of the necessary computer

storage space can be gained for use with the decaying

exponential input. The list of symbols in the prefatory

of this study also applies to the computer program.
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SIBJOB
SIBFTC MAIN

COMMON/GOOfl/X(534?O().XX(95o).rnXU5,5).DH(s),

IG(2,2C'%C1),SC201),U(2.?0CO1),FC?001),KCOUNGPAV4
2CO'ýTNNZPLf3OMD.O1 Q2,C3,O4,O5.Qo'C,7.R
DIME'NSION IACC(501)

C H IS THE OISCRFTEr T1MF INTFPVAL
C IT IS THE NUMFSEP OF TTFPATIONS
C KCOU N IS THE NUMBER OF DISCRETE TIME POINTS

FREO = 8.0
KCOUN = 401

_P080 = KCOUN - I
H = I*0/(FRE0*RCOU'N).
KSTEP =10

C GUESS PIPST CONTROL
DO 16 1 IKCOUN

16 U(1.I1 000
is5 170

TEM = 1FO0-
NNZP=I
NN =-
LBO -1
BETA =0.0

P112 =6*PS318
.GRAV 32.1725ý
Fl 2Inflfflfl

Fý- 1000.*
XMI =rF1/C;PAV
XM2 =F2/GPAV

Xcs = 100.0
XKS =200000o
XKT = 1200000o
P= 0.1
01 XKS/F1
02 = XCS/Fl
03 = XKS*GPAV*CF1+F2)/CF1*F2)
04 = XCS*GRAV*(F1+F2)/(F1*F2)
05 =XKT*GPA V/FP

06 = XKS*CPAV/F2
07 = NCS*GPAV/F2

FS =(SOPT(XKS/)cM1 f/Pt!?
FT (SOPT(XKT/XM2))/PT12
WRITE (6eog1l) FSoFT

Aol FORMAT (2X,21lE15*So4X))
TIM =0.0

DO 11 = 1.KCOUN
SCI) = 0.00
F(I) = (1.0 - COS(PII2*FPE0*TIM))#Oo104166,67

TIM =TIM + H
DO I J = 1,5'

1 XCJeJ) = 0.00
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C INITIAL CONDITIONS

XcI.I) -FI/XKS

XX(2*1) =X(2#1)

XX(4*1) =X(441)

XX(50l) X(541)

C INTEGPATF STATE EOUATIONS FOPW~APn
CALL DFRI (Hl))
DO 2 1 = 2,KCOur4
M=
.CALL PUNGE (Hql1e-)
00 2 J = 145
X(J.J) = XXCJ.')1
Ox(JhI) = DXCJ42)

? xx'.j,1) = xx(jon)
C INTEGRATE COSTATF FOUATIONS !'ACKWARPS

M =KCOUN
H =-H

C FINAL CONDITIONS ON COSTATFS
XX(141) = ("G0
XXC26I) = 0.0
XXcn.1) =0.0

CALL DPR2 (Hl))
0O 3 1 = 24KCOUN
CALL PUNGE (H4144)
0O 3 J 1.4,
DX(J,1) = X(J*2)

3 XXtJ.1) =XX(j.2)

H. = -H
C COM$PUTE COST

COST = X(5*KCOUN)
IF C NNZ ) 595o6

C ALPHA SFARCK AND NEW CONTPOL
5 CALL ALPHA CHoKOK)

GO TC 4
6 CONTINUE

D0 26 1 = 19KCOUN
26 ACCCI) = U(191) - O1*X(141) -02*X(2oI) -1.0

WIE(64200) TT*,rPEO
200 FORMAT (//o 5)6 12HITEPATION = 16ol0Xo

Il2HFPF0UENC'Y=
IT =IT +I
'YPITF (6,201)

231 FCRMATC5X,4HTIWýE,12X4PHGO'ADIENT.11X.9HX1(STATE).

?,'?X. I HUI (CONTPOL) .nXo9HX2(STATE) ,IX49HX4(5STATE))
TI 0.0
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TSTEP =KSTEP
DO P0n I = 1,'(COUN *KST=P
V,'PITR(6o?07) TIM. C11 X1I)*C3 .(;)
lX(2o I) X(4 .1)

202 FOr'MAT (7CF19&S;4X))
233 TIM =TIM + H*TSTE93

lP I TH (64503)
503 FORMAT (/////')

WPITFý (6qP0'4) COST
234 FOPMAT(//.'3X,6HC0ST s E15oS

C COMPIJTF SUM~ OF ARSOLt I?'7

C VALUt' OF GPAnIFNT POINTS
DIFF =C.

!00 7 1 = 14KCOUJN
DFV = ArS (G(1.1's)

7 DIFF = rlFP+ r)V /
WIPITE (5sP029) DIFF

205 r0PMNT (14HSLYI O;7 DIFF. E9.,/
C CHEC"K COST *ANT- S~UM OF AP-OLUTE
C VALUE7 OF' GPfA~)IENT POINTS

IF (IT sLT. 9) GO TO 706
IF C D1FF - 0.9- ) 7014 701 *7f)?

702 IF (AFS((TENM-C0S5T)/COST) - s005) 70147011706
706 TEM = COST

IF CNN) 10010.9

8, PP02 = 0.00
PP04 = 0.0

DO 9 1 = 10KCOUN
PPOI = G(1,I) **2
PRO2 = PP02 + PPOI
PRO3- G(24I).**2

9 PP04 = PPC4 + PRO3
8FTA = PRO2/PRO4

C' STORE C0NTRqL AND GRADIENT
C COMPUTE NEW 4SEARCH DIRECTION
10 DO I I. I- 1 0KCOUN

UC?,!) =U(1,!)
G(2*11 G(141)

11 S(T) =-G(2i1) + EBETA*S(I)
NN 1
NN7P =-1

GO TO 4
701 WRITE (6,206)
206 FORMAT(1OX********~** 21HLAST TRAJ& IS OPTIMAL,

- WRITE (74S11) ( U(141)4,1 = 14KCOUN)
WRITE (79911) ( ACC(Ilq T = 1.KCOUN)

811 FORMAT (5F1I5*3)
IF (F0FO-9&O0 31431432

1 !F -F;RFO-o1-5) 33 C-3 o.4
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33- IF (FPF0-O.6) 37,37,36
'32 rp~rn = Fr'FO /P#O

Go TO ~35
'a4 FPFO = FPE0 1.0

GO To2.
.26 FpEo. = FREQ/?.0
35 H = 1*0/tFREO*P%'OUN)

GO TO 15
37 CONTINUE

STOP

SIBFTC SUnA
SUflPOUTINIF ALPHA (H#KOK)
CO!mMON/GOO^D/X(5,2OOl) ,XX(C5.5) .DX(5,!3) ,DH(5).o

I G (? 42im0 )s -,(PO I 0U ( 4 f'f I 4r 2co1, IKCOUN 5PAV,
2C^5;ToNN:ZP#L909?MP#C1,20,AO,6Q,
DWNI ON A (60) 4 --Z0SS'60) PPrO4 60O

33 IF LrO) 104 ICs 20
C ALPH4~ CC-0%PUTAT1ON
:0 j A

AAA =2.0
C MAKE FIPST GUESS ON ALPHA

AA =0.01

A(J) = AA

C UPDATF' CONTRCLs RETURN AND INTEGPATE
rDO 1 T =

1U(141) = C)2,I) + A(JI*S,(I)
NNN = 0

LL =-

RETURN
20 PP04(Jj = 0.0

COSS(J) = COST
NNN = NNNI + 1

IF (NNN-90 ) 23.24.24
C COM.PUTE DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE
C OP INT=PPPOr'UCT G*S
23 DO 2 1 =14KCOUN

PPRO = G(1Is) * SC!)
2 PRO4CJ) = PP04(J) + PROI

WPI'TF (64801) PR04(J),A(J)$COSSCJ)
801 FORMAT C2XICH-PPO4(j) = 9S5o8o4X*7HA(J) oEI5*8o

14Xo7FHCOSS= roS
C CHECK S!c.N OF INTEPPPODUCT

-IF CPPO4CJ)) 44244,6
4 LL I
14 1 1J+ I

ACJ) .= ACJ-1)*AAA
tnO F I =2*KCOUN

5 UCIsI) =UC2oI) + A(J)*S(1)
PC'TU-ZN
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6 JF(LL otTO. -1) GO. TO
C CUBIC INTTPPý-'LAT7 :CYOrzl!H
7 Z = **CFjl)cs-

1+PPO41,j-I)
W = SOP T C *?-. J) P ý4 J- 1 1
AA =()(V C J
IPRO4(.J-1) +?.'

24 DO 8 1 = 2,KCOUN
8 U(19I) =U(241) + t-A SI1

LBO =-1

NN70 20
WPITE (64,91:') A!ý

802 FOPMAT (PX,'.!AA
RPETUPN

C IF FIRST GUFSS ON ft-r-'HA Gr&VrS POSIT IV7
C G*So THEN PFOUCF ~ '- Us
9 A(J) = 1*A(J)

DO 11 1 =?.4KC0'.!hJ

11 U( 141) = UC? .1) 1
PETUPKN
ENID

$I OFTC SUPr!
SUr3tPOUTINE DFPIP (HqI)

.2COSTKN,7PNZ.04fL.* *t.'la.P0.~
DXCIqI) =XXC?sI)
DX(2, I) = ( +)~~AJU 3)~(1!
104*XX(?, I) - O9*(r(!.4)-xx(:3,q))
DX(3.I) =XX(4.Il)

DX(dql) = *Vt(I~' + O^6-rX(14T! + 071ýXx(Ptl)

DX (F #I t CUCI!4) 0 1*X~1I - - 1.10
2**2 +P*(.i~
RETUPN
ENID.

SIBFTC SUF3C
SIPROUTINE DEP2 (H,!)

*COMMON/GOOD/XC5.2Ol),XX(5,5'ýo),DX(54C-);DH(S),

2COSToNNZP ,L80M P 01 *C^ o) n4 s0'54 , 070

C COMPUTF GPArnTENT

G(IMI = (.RrAkX,~P'vX(,)
1 2**(u( I *M) -O*(1*)-0~(,)-

2+ 20*p*u(l#M)
DX(olI) =03*XX(2.I) -, C ~iXX(441) +

1 2~01(U(.~4 -01*Xc1,m) - 02*)x(?,'A) -. Ion0)
DX(2.!') =.-XX(li) + 04-*XX(241) -07*XXC(t&.) +
1 2.*O2*(U(1,M) - 0l*X(IffM) - 02"-X('.'") - 10
DX(3tI) = 05*(XX(491) - XX(',Il))
DX(441) = -XX(3,I)
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RETUPN

SISPTC !ru~'

C 4TH O CZ7F-<TS N'C-FTP

NP N + 1
N N + .3

r') H. = H / P-0

DfH(N41 H
DO 2C i J = NP, -4
DO 1 ::1 K = 1 4!L

IF (H) 2.c'.1
I CALL nr7P! (".j)

GO TC PCI

P- CALL

DO *:1 K = ItL

IF (14) 4/

CALL D2H~?
5 C ON T I

RPrTUPN

ENE)
St"LDP FILrc! IP S r-C 69
$FILE FILF!; -UNIT07-,PP1,sF'ADVOUTPUTBCD,2LK=14

SFDICT FILES
*4 P7GO2- *(-PPPPPPl

STEXT FILES
*4 =&4*I

SCDICT FILES

*5 **( 3 1-*)P 3xD)-
SOKFND FILES
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